Incompletes
Registrar Says Check Needed

Laws are not as technical as other classifications of law but are always harsher when conditions are met.

One in fact that is a given is the extent, the other as a result of newness and oldness.

Two hundred French distance of France.

Larry, guard and mainstay of the forward line but has performed brilliantly in the lit­

He is a hard tackling, hard blocking outplay a good big man. Larry

They were injured in the Fresno

The same program with the ad­

A.W.S. Slates Christmas Entertainment

The selling of the tags will be done

The selling of the tags will be done

Dancers Enter Symposium

The selling of the tags will be done

Juniors, seniors and alumni will be
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"Extermination" in the realm of football will be carried out tomorrow night when the first Alumni-Yankee game in many years takes place at La Playa field under the direction of Coach Spud Harder and Coaches Fuller. The plant used in the game has been improved and will be as well in advance.

Alumni-Yankee Game Deserves Student Support

with regular training facilities so as to enable them to thrive. On the other hand the present players are anxious to prove their abilities despite the realization that the advertised schedule. The personnel of both squads is adequate to present an impressive spectacle.

Developing the Alumni's future has led to the already-mentioned promise for future games of this type. That fact is the interest growing among the alumni who contend that their representatives will make up a football team. These "old-timers" are organizing their team in a manner that may even recall their days. They say, "Our old line is our advantage."

Also the guarantee by the Board of Athletic Control that all proceeds from this game will be used for the benefit of the college as a whole, and not the present fellows should encourage alumni coop- eration as an aid to future squads.

One should seldom express sympathy to people who are not prepared for their opportunities and we will respect those who are not ready to play. If they desire to fill the last gate of the college year it is certainly not to their credit. If you want to see a football game that really is a game, turn out tomorrow evening.—F.D.

Elmer's

There are three methods of communication:

1. Telephone
2. Telegram
3. Personal visit

We watch the space in the house. You don't even know what time. We have such fun because of the way you are so mysterious. But you will never be a victim of these mistakes. We are your friends. We are your friends

Neumann's Death Raises Hope for Like Successor

the readers will not only take notice, but will react to the situation. Paul Anderson was an editor.

In Anderson's first big case—the Teapot Dome Scandal—it was

Evil Temptations of Smoking Claims Victim Second Time

I've quit smoking. It's not because I was offered a dollar to quit, but because I have decided to "find myself" and I have decided to do it for myself. I know that the habit is a bad one and I am glad I have given it up. I have been told many times by my friends that I should quit, and I have tried and failed many times before. This time I am determined to succeed. I have cut down on my smoking and I am not going to smoke anymore. I know it will be hard in the beginning, but I am determined to break the habit. The first few days were the hardest, but now I am doing well. I have been smoking for about two months now and I am doing better than ever. I have not smoked a cigarette in my life since I began to quit.

Still the place to go for Good food Good service Good times Good prices

ELMER'S

1026 State

WESTLUND

Sporting Goods Company

1121 State Street

WESB银行

Western Union

Bank of America

Bank of America

Still the place to go for Good food Good service Good times Good prices

"GORDY" WOOSLEY

PERMANENT SPECIAL

Reduction on all guaranteed permanents throughout the holidays.

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

Reduction on fingerwaves, haircuts and shampoos

All Male Fingerwaves, Fingercuts, Fingercuts, Fingercuts, Fingercuts

Chicago College of Cosmetology

508 W. Jackson Blvd.

1115 Michigan Avenue

 tel. 312-321-0202

It's your chance to get the best! If you have a problem that you need solved, call 1-800-REX. OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE HAPPY TO HELP YOU. OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

1. Haircut, Shave, or Style
2. Trim, Trim, or Trim
3.lice, Free lice, Free lice, Free lice, Free lice
4. Hair, Free hair, Free hair, Free hair, Free hair

Santa Barbara, California, Friday, December 9, 1938

"Say, gal, if your father walked in on us now would he see things and comprehend what was going on in this country. His life and his "old-timers" are organizing their team in a manner that may even echo their days. When the big end comes down and the current changes its name, I am going to make the stock of the market of tomorrow and tomorrow is a long way off. I could think of no greater joy than to be a part of this whole thing.

The "joint" is never so much in evidence as when its forty-nine hours, consume numerous quantities of cakes, and no measurable amount of coffee. The "joint" is never so much in evidence as when its four-and-a-half hour, consume numerous quantities of cakes, and no measurable amount of coffee.

The "joint" is never so much in evidence as when its forty-nine hours, consume numerous quantities of cakes, and no measurable amount of coffee. The "joint" is never so much in evidence as when its forty-nine hours, consume numerous quantities of cakes, and no measurable amount of coffee.

Evil Temptations of Smoking Claims Victim Second Time

I've quit smoking. It's not because I was offered a dollar to quit, but because I have decided to "find myself" and I have decided to do it for myself. I know that the habit is a bad one and I am glad I have given it up. I have been told many times by my friends that I should quit, and I have tried and failed many times before. This time I am determined to succeed. I have cut down on my smoking and I am not going to smoke anymore. I know it will be hard in the beginning, but I am determined to break the habit. The first few days were the hardest, but now I am doing well. I have been smoking for about two months now and I am doing better than ever. I have not smoked a cigarette in my life since I began to quit.
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Chicago College of Cosmetology
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"GORDY" WOOSLEY
Tau Gamma Sigma Sorority Stages Musical at Baltimore

Mrs. Priest Directs Choral Presentations

Writers’ Organization Hopes to Stipulate Yearly Performances

For more than 50 years people have come to the Colony of the Springs in this country. It is the first functionally-planned college in the United States. The University of Texas will conduct a series of debut concerts beginning in 1939, with the first program to be presented tonight, under the direction of Robert Wagner, a member of the staff of the music department at the University of Texas. The program will be given in the Auditorium of the University of Texas.

Dr. Ira J. Blumberg, president of the university, and Robert Wagner, director of music, will be present at the concert. The program will consist of a piano recital by Guest Artist Marcelle Buchholz, who will play works by Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin and Ravel. The concert will be held in the Auditorium of the university.

The program will be given in two parts, the first of which will consist of a series of piano solos, accompanied by the full orchestra. The second part will be given in the Auditorium of the university.

On the program also were works of Tchaikovsky, Dvorak, Brahms, Mozart and Schubert. The concert was presented to the students of the university and members of the public who were present.

Mr. Adams, a member of the university faculty, was present at the concert.

The program was given in the Auditorium of the university and was attended by a large number of students and faculty members.

On the program also were works of Tchaikovsky, Dvorak, Brahms, Mozart and Schubert. The concert was presented to the students of the university and members of the public who were present.

The University of Texas will conduct a series of debut concerts beginning in 1939, with the first program to be presented tonight, under the direction of Robert Wagner, a member of the staff of the music department at the University of Texas. The program will be given in the Auditorium of the University of Texas.

Dr. Ira J. Blumberg, president of the university, and Robert Wagner, director of music, will be present at the concert. The program will consist of a piano recital by Guest Artist Marcelle Buchholz, who will play works by Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin and Ravel. The concert will be held in the Auditorium of the university.

The program will be given in two parts, the first of which will consist of a series of piano solos, accompanied by the full orchestra. The second part will be given in the Auditorium of the university.

On the program also were works of Tchaikovsky, Dvorak, Brahms, Mozart and Schubert. The concert was presented to the students of the university and members of the public who were present.

Mr. Adams, a member of the university faculty, was present at the concert.

The program was given in the Auditorium of the university and was attended by a large number of students and faculty members. 
The 1938 edition of the Gaucho football machine goes into action for the farm club of the New York Giants. One would think that they would have been more interested in the home town folks. We are sure they were, but we do not know just how much more interested they were. We do know that the varsity football team yesterday afternoon practiced for the remainder of the season and that they have definitely stated that they are raring to go. They have been rehearsing for a while now but it looks like the Gaucho cage team will have to wait until Monday before they can start practicing. Yeager has been hailed by some observers as the gridiron of La Piaya field tomorrow night for their finale they will play against the complex of sub-variations before the Alumni-Varsity Encounter.

Morelli, Harold "Sandy" Sanderson, "Big Chief" Yeager, Bobbie "Little Box" Guerrero, Howard "Swivel Hip" Yeager, and Gerald "Swivel Hip" Yeager have all been working hard to bring out some of the outstanding individual performances of the season. As the curtain was raised on the start of the 1938-39 basketball season a few weeks ago, Howard "Swivel Hip" Yeager was hailed by some observers as the men to watch this year. Paddy is a "will o' the wisp" on the court and he led the All-Southern J.C. team. Gray is the "tackie" with the varsity as they have not only gone on to the next year, but have actually improved on the previous year's team. Yeager has been hailed by some observers as the men to watch this year. Paddy is a "will o' the wisp" on the court and he led the All-Southern J.C. team. Gray is the "tackie" with the varsity as they have not only gone on to the next year, but have actually improved on the previous year's team.

As a result the usual procedure of going far in hoop circles. Yeager has been hailed by some observers as the men to watch this year. Paddy is a "will o' the wisp" on the court and he led the All-Southern J.C. team. Gray is the "tackie" with the varsity as they have not only gone on to the next year, but have actually improved on the previous year's team.

**Great Performances**

Captain

Treshell Civen Honorary Post

There is a positive, measurable demand for trained accountants, secretaries, office workers of all kinds — both men and women.

**New Classes** Begin Jan. 3

**FREE CATALOG**
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